Tracking boundary movement and exterior shape modelling in lung EIT imaging
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Abstract

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) has shown significant promise for lung imaging. One key challenge for EIT in this application is the movement of electrodes during breathing, which introduces artefacts in reconstructed images. Various approaches have been proposed to compensate for electrode movement, but no comparison of these approaches is available. This paper analyses boundary model mismatch and electrode movement in lung EIT. The aim is to evaluate the extent to which various algorithms tolerate movement, and to determine if a patient specific model is required for EIT lung imaging. Movement data are simulated from a CT-based model, and image analysis is performed using quantitative figures of merit. The electrode movement is modelled based on expected values of chest movement and an extended Jacobian method is proposed to make use of exterior boundary tracking. Results show that a dynamical boundary tracking is the most robust method against any movement, but is computationally more expensive. Simultaneous electrode movement and conductivity reconstruction algorithms show increased robustness compared to only conductivity reconstruction. The results of this comparative study can help develop a better understanding of the impact of shape model mismatch and electrode movement in lung EIT.
1 Introduction

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) attempts to reconstruct the changes in conductivity distribution in a volume by measuring the voltage on its boundary induced by injected currents. Due to its high temporal resolution and potentially low cost hardware it is of significant interest to industrial and medical applications\[1\]. It is known that the shape mismatch and electrode movement in EIT are key sources of error in image reconstruction\[2\]. Due to the ill-posedness of the EIT inverse problem, these errors can result in artefacts in conductivity reconstruction. In medical EIT, shape mismatch can occur due to the complex geometry of the imaging region. In particular, in lung EIT, the shape will also change during data acquisition, so electrode movement is also a source of error. Both effects are commonly present in EIT lung imaging and in this work they are analysed quantitatively. To reduce the artefacts due to the electrode movement, a simultaneous electrode movement and conductivity change reconstruction method was proposed by Soleimani et al \[3\]. Some analysis on how much the breathing movement affects the reconstruction has been studied by Zhang et al \[4\] \[5\] and Adler et al \[6\]. Additionally, to measure the quality of EIT images, performance figures of merit were defined by Adler et al\[7\]. Various conductivity reconstruction methods were tested for a range of approximated boundary shapes by Grychtol et al\[8\] using these performance figures of merit. They concluded that above 4% shape mismatch between the known model and real geometry, the errors increase highly, therefore an accurate geometry should be used for EIT reconstruction. A more complete analysis of the shape mismatch and electrode movement reconstruction for the case of supine human breathing is proposed in this work, motivated in part by the electrode movement measurement in patients performed by Zhang et al \[4\].

The additional questions that are to be answered here are as follows: How big is the effect of boundary movement due to breathing in EIT lung imaging? In other words, how much of the signal in EIT lung images results from boundary movement alone? Do simultaneous movement and conductivity change reconstruction algorithms tolerate higher electrode movement? Would a shape tracking device be useful as a complementary device to lung EIT? Is it possible to use the information from a tracking device in image reconstruction?
With those questions in mind an analysis was performed using a number of possible methods. The paper proceeds as follows. First the four reconstruction algorithms are presented: standard Tikhonov conductivity reconstruction, simultaneous conductivity and electrode movement reconstruction with two variants in regularization scheme and standard Tikhonov scheme that uses the information from a tracked boundary. Second, the image analysis methods are briefly introduced. Subsequently, a simulation of supine position human breathing is performed to test the performance of the algorithms against expected boundary change due to human breathing. The test is repeated by assuming only approximate knowledge of the initial shape, allowing errors due to electrode movement and shape mismatch. Conclusions are draw based on statistical data analysis of a wide range of figures of merit.

2 Methods

2.1 Image reconstruction methods

The EIT image reconstruction used in this study is based on a finite element model (FEM) of the medium, discretized into \( n_N \) elements. The system has \( n_E \) electrodes obtaining \( n_M \) measurements in \( n_D \) spatial dimensions. The reconstruction is based on time difference imaging, so it reconstructs the difference between measured data \( v_{t_1} \) and \( v_{t_2} \), acquired at time \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \), being the difference vector \( z = v_{t_2} - v_{t_1} \). Difference EIT assumes that the difference measurements are a function only of the conductivity change \( \Delta \sigma = \sigma_{t_2} - \sigma_{t_1} \). The forward solution of the time difference of measurements \( z \) is computed with an operator \( F \), based on a FEM model, relative to an homogeneous conductivity distribution \( \sigma_h \) at time \( t_1 \):

\[
\mathbf{z} = F(\Delta \sigma) \bigg|_{\sigma_h}
\]

The image reconstruction is formulated in a maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach[9], that computes the most likely conductivity distribution given the measurements assuming that the image properties can be modelled by a normal distribution. The function to minimize is then:

\[
\hat{x} = \arg\min_{\Delta \sigma} \left[ (z - F(\Delta \sigma))^t \Sigma^{-1}_{\sigma} (z - F(\Delta \sigma)) + (\Delta \sigma - \Delta \sigma_{\infty})^t \Sigma^{-1}_{\Delta \sigma} (\Delta \sigma - \Delta \sigma_{\infty}) \right]
\]

where \( \Delta \sigma_{\infty} \) represents the expected value. In difference imaging, the image is not expected to change,
therefore $\Delta \sigma_{\infty} = 0$. The $\Sigma^{-1}_{\Delta \sigma}$ and $\Sigma^{-1}_{n}$ are the \textit{a priori} estimates of the image and measurement noise covariances. $\hat{x}$ represents the reconstructed image.

Based on the calculation of the Jacobian, a linear approximation $F(\Delta \sigma) = J \Delta \sigma$ is used, so equation (2) can be interpreted as a one-step linear inverse solution\cite{10}

$$\hat{x} = (J^t J + \lambda^2 R)^{-1} J^t z.$$ \hfill (3)

if the \textit{a priori} estimate of the image $\Sigma^{-1}_{\Delta \sigma}$, is interpreted as a regularization matrix, $\lambda^2 R$, where $\lambda$ is the hyperparameter, a user defined value that defines the trade-off between the expected solution (the \textit{a priori} estimate) and the possible solutions. The measurement noise is assumed to be uniform, therefore $\Sigma^{-1}_{n} = I$.

In the following sections the four used algorithms are presented briefly. The choice of hyperparameter has been set up between algorithms using the invariant noise figure (NF, defined below) method\cite{11}. The choice of the specific value of NF comes from Crabb \textit{et al}\cite{12}. In their study a wide analysis of the best hyperparameter for an algorithm similar to the Tikhonov simultaneous reconstruction (defined in section 2.1.2) is performed using mutual information. In our work the numerical values chosen by Crabb \textit{et al} are used for the Tikhonov simultaneous reconstruction approach, and the NF calculated from there, giving $NF = 0.3$. With this NF the hyperparameters for each of the other algorithms is calculated.

\subsection*{2.1.1 Standard Tikhonov}

One the most widely used regularization scheme for EIT is standard Tikhonov regularization, that gives preference to solutions with a smaller norm. The standard Tikhonov regularization is formulated by setting $R$ in equation 3 to $R = I$. In this work the value of hyperparameter ($\lambda$) has been set to 0.01 for this method. This method is referred to from now on as “Standard Tikhonov”.

\subsection*{2.1.2 Simultaneous reconstruction methods}

The main motivation for simultaneous reconstruction is to reduce the artefacts created by electrode position and boundary shape mismatches without the need of any external measuring device. The methods presented here are the same as \cite{3}, but using different regularization approaches.

In simultaneous reconstruction techniques the electrode movement is also reconstructed, so the reconstructed image $\hat{x}$ is of size $(n_N + n_D \cdot n_E)x1$, where the first $n_N$ elements represent the conductivity changes and the rest electrode movements in each dimension. The reconstruction of the movement of the electrodes is valid as long as electrodes are assumed to have a small movement, as the Jacobian is linearised to zero electrode movement. Additionally, the movement is assumed to be a rigid body.
translation[13], therefore if an electrode is modelled by several nodes they are assumed to have identical motion.

The size of the regularization matrix then has \( n_D \cdot n_E \) additional columns and rows, and a separate hyperparameter is used for the regularization of the movement. In this work, as in [3], the ratio between the expected conductivity change against the expected electrode movement is set up to \( \mu = 20 \), while the regularization term itself is set to the value ensuring equal NF with the rest of the algorithms. With the value of the second model hyperparameter the regularization matrix can be described as \( R = R_c + \mu^2 R_m \).

Then a supposition of smoothness in the electrode movement is applied, in addition to a penalty for non-zero movement in the electrodes. The regularization matrix with all the previous definitions is represented by

\[
R_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
  n_D + 1 & \text{if } i = j \text{ and } i \leq n_N \\
  -1 & \text{if element } i \text{ is adjacent to } j \text{ and } i \leq n_N \\
  2.1 \mu^2 & \text{if } i = j \text{ and } i > n_N \\
  -\mu^2 & \text{if element } i \text{ is adjacent to } j \text{ and } i > n_N \\
  0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

This imaging technique is called “Laplace prior simultaneous” in this study for abbreviation. The 2.1 value ensures that there is non-zero penalty for equally moving electrodes.

In the simultaneous reconstruction techniques the new location of the electrodes is to be reconstructed. However, due to the so called “conformal problem”[14], it is not possible. Only the non-conformal part of the electrode displacement can be reconstructed. That means the smoothness supposition for the displacements of the electrodes may not necessarily apply.

Therefore an alternative approach to regularize only for the amplitude of the electrode movement is presented. This means that instead of using Laplace prior for the regularization, the Tikhonov approach is extended to the electrode movement section of \( R \). The regularization matrix is defined as

\[
R_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
  1 & \text{if } i = j \text{ and } i \leq n_N \\
  \mu & \text{if } i = j \text{ and } i > n_N \\
  0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \tag{5}
\]

for the Tikhonov regularization approach in both conductivity and electrode displacement. \( \lambda \) and \( \mu \) are the regularization parameters of values 0.01 and 16 respectively. The choice of this values comes from [12], where for a similar regularization approach these values give the best result. This imaging approach is referred as “Tikhonov prior simultaneous”.
2.1.3 Tracked boundary

The other method that is analysed in this study is the use of having a boundary tracking device that measures the boundary at each imaging step. The idea of measuring the boundary has been analysed by Khor et al [15] previously. In that study, a wearable shape estimating sensors are presented, in order to get a more accurate description of the boundary. The idea of the image reconstruction method described here is to use the tracked shape not only for the improvement of the forward model, but also the inverse problem.

For the reconstruction algorithm a FEM mesh of each measured boundary in each position is generated, and a Jacobian is computed for each of these meshes. Additionally a reference uniform background measurement is simulated in each mesh. For each image, the Jacobian and reference background simulated measurement representing the current geometry are used in equation (3). Then, equation (3) can be rewritten as

\[ \hat{x} = (J^T_k J_k + \lambda^2 R)^{-1} J^T_k (v_{i_k} - v_{h_k}) \]  (6)

where the sub-index \( k \) refers at the shape at time \( t_k \) and \( v_{i_k} \) is the measured voltage and \( v_{h_k} \) the simulated one using the forward solver. This, while computationally very expensive in comparison to the other algorithms, linearises the boundary movement problem to the current geometry, reducing artefacts. Standard Tikhonov regularization is used here, using the same values as in section 2.1.1. This method is referred a “Tracked boundary”.

2.2 Performance figures of merit

During the evaluation of the boundary effects in lung imaging quantitative parameters are used. First, the commonly known GREIT parameters [7], that show the quality of the reconstructed target. Additionally, some global image quality parameters are used, adopted from image processing literature [16][17].

2.2.1 GREIT figures of merit

For the evaluation of the performance of reconstructions six performance figures of merit were defined [7]. In here, those figures of merit have been slightly modified, in order to be able to use them for multiple non-circular inclusions. From the six GREIT figures, five of them have been used for the evaluation of the results, while the sixth one (noise amplification) is used for regularization parameter selection, ensuring comparable results. The definition of the first five performance figures of merit with their small modifications are presented in figure 1.
For the first step, a new image is calculated from the reconstructed image \( \hat{x} \), where the pixels are defined as:

\[
[\hat{x}]_i = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } [\hat{x}]_i \geq \frac{1}{4}\max(\hat{x}) \\
0 & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\] (7)

Then, the six performance figures of merit are calculated for the image. These figures are:

- **Target Amplitude** measures the sum of pixel amplitudes in the reconstructed image.
  \[ TA = \sum_k [\hat{x}]_i, \] (8)
  TA is the sum of all pixels in the image. It can be seen as a measure of the reconstruction gain. This parameter is similar to AR in GREIT, which is additionally normalized.

- **Position error (PE)** measures how precisely the centre of gravity of the target is obtained in the reconstruction. PE is defined as
  \[ PE = |r_t - r_q|. \] (9)
  Where \( r_t \) and \( r_q \) are the reconstructed and the original centroids of the targets, respectively. For multiple objects, the average of them is computed. If the thresholding does not show all of them, PE is not defined. PE should be small and with small variability.

- **Ringing (RNG)** measures if the reconstructed target shows areas of opposite sign around the target itself.
  \[ RNG = \sum_{k \in C \& [\hat{x}]_k < 0} [\hat{x}]_k / \sum_{k \in C} [\hat{x}]_k, \] (10)
  being \( C \) the true shape of the inclusions. For lungs, RNG can not be computed unless the true shape of the inclusion is known, making in unusable in a real application. However, it is useful in this study for algorithm evaluation purposes. RNG should be low and uniform.
• Resolution (RES) measures the size of the reconstructed target as a fraction of the medium.

\[
RES = \sqrt{\frac{A_q}{A_0}} \quad (11)
\]

• Shape deformation (SD) measures the fraction of the reconstructed \( \frac{1}{4} \) amplitude set which does not fit within the boundary of the original shape and the same reconstructed area.

\[
SD = \sum_{k \in C} \frac{[\hat{x}_q]_k}{\sum_k [\hat{x}_q]_k} \quad (12)
\]

• Noise amplification (NF) measures how much random noise in the measurements is reconstructed in the image.

\[
NF = \frac{E[\text{mean}|\hat{x}_t|/E[\text{std} \hat{x}_n]}{E[\text{mean}|y_t|/E[\text{std} y_n]} \quad (13)
\]

where \( y_t \) and \( x_t \) are the measured data and reconstructed image respectively and \( y_n \) and \( x_n \) are noisy data and the reconstructed image using that noisy data. NF has been used mainly for hyperparameter selection, not in performance evaluation.

2.2.2 Global parameters for figures of merit

In general it is difficult to find objective image quality evaluation parameters in EIT due to the complexity of the images and image reconstruction. Some attempts have been made to define a precise objective quality measurement e.g. for real time monitoring of the quality of the data [18]. In this work, in addition to the GREIT figures of merit, which were initially designed for circular targets, additional performance figures of merit are used, taken from signal and image processing literature. These parameters, instead of focusing on the quality of the target, give an overall value of the reconstruction quality. These parameters complement the GREIT parameters. They are useful here because a uniform value for the whole image would mean that the reconstruction is invariant in different breathing stages, which is the main thing that this study aims to evaluate. To perform the evaluation a black and white “target” image is created using the true shape of the modelled geometry and inclusions (lungs) and compared with the result of the reconstruction. Then the results of the reconstruction are converted to a 101x101 pixel square mesh, and normalized between 0-255. The parameters used are the following:

• **Pearson’s correlation coefficient.** This is one of the most common coefficients for similarity.

For two grayscale images \( X, Y \), the correlation is defined by:

\[
\rho_{X,Y} = \frac{\text{cov}(X,Y)}{\sigma_X \sigma_Y} \quad (14)
\]

were \( \text{cov} \) is covariance, and \( \sigma_X \) and \( \sigma_Y \) are standard deviations of the pixel values.
• **Normalized Mutual Information.** Mutual information is an entropy-based similarity evaluation parameter. It measures the dependency between two variables using Shannon’s entropy[19]. Recently this coefficient has been used in EIT by Crabb et al[12] and is defined as:

\[ I_{X,Y} = H(X) + H(Y) - H(X,Y) \]  

or

\[ I_{X,Y} = \sum_x \sum_y p_{X,Y}(x,y) \log \frac{p_{X,Y}(x,y)}{p_X(x)p_Y(y)} \]  

where \( H \) is Shannon’s entropy, \( p_X(x) \) and \( p_Y(y) \) are the marginal probability distributions of data \( X \) and \( Y \), respectively, and \( p_{X,Y}(x,y) \) is the joint probability distribution. The numerical value of \( I_{X,Y} \) is normalised by \( H(X) \), \( X \) being the reference image with highest entropy. Unlike the correlation coefficient, mutual information can describe non-linear relationships between data, therefore being more reliable than correlation.

• **Sharpness of the image.** Even if mutual information and correlation give clear quality measurement coefficients, sometimes they can have a misleading value. If a result is very smooth and has not obtained the shape of the target properly, but is contained inside the area where the target should be, mutual information and correlation are higher than a case where the shape has been better reconstructed but is bigger than the original target. Due to this effect a sharpness coefficient has been chosen to evaluate the images. This coefficient gives additional information in order to characterize this effect. The sharpness of the image is obtained by convolving a Laplacian of Gaussian kernel to it, defined as:

\[ \text{LoG}(x,y) = \frac{1}{\pi \sigma^4} \left( \frac{x^2 + y^2}{2\sigma^2} - 1 \right) e^{-\frac{x^2+y^2}{2\sigma^2}}, \]  

were \( \sigma \) is a scale parameter, in this work of value 5; and \( x \) and \( y \) refer here to the rows and column intensity values of a pixelated image. The reason of not applying the Laplacian high pass filter directly is to avoid the error that can be created by a local noisy pixel. To get a unique value for sharpness

\[ \text{Sharpness} = \max(\text{LoG}(\text{img})) \]  

is used.

### 2.3 Breathing simulation and evaluation procedure

To analyse the boundary movement in EIT lung imaging, an electrode movement effect and reconstruction test has been designed. Similar studies have been also made in the past[5]. Adler et al[6] proposed an
equation for chest movement, defined as:

\[ \Delta = M \left[ (y - y_c)\vec{y} + L \frac{APD}{LD} (x - x_c)\vec{x} \right], \tag{19} \]

where \( L \) is the ratio between lateral and anterior-posterior (AP) movement, \( APD \) is the anterior-posterior dimension and \( LD \) the lateral dimension, \((x_c, y_c)\) is the coordinate of the center of the thorax, and \( \vec{x} \) and \( \vec{y} \) are unit vectors in the \( x \) and \( y \) direction. \( M \) is the movement fraction in the \( AP \) direction.

Recently, a more intensive study of how the electrode position varies in supine breathing has been performed by Zhang et al[4]. There, electrode position markers were painted on the body of several patients undertaking CT scans, and then the displacement of the markers due to breathing was measured. Although different studies have measured electrode movement, the results in this last one show that the respiration displacement for supine position and quiet, shallow respiration is lower than expected (%2 of the \( AP \) direction against %10 in the previously mentioned studies). The research involving geometrical properties of the thorax expansion is limited by the lack of in vivo measurements of the electrode movement. Therefore, in our case, the in vivo measurements performed in that study are used.

The FEM models are created using the 3D forward 2D inverse approach as in Grychtol et al[8]. A 3D forward fine model of the thorax with around 30K elements is built using patient data from EIDORS[20] and a 2D coarse model with around 2K elements is used for inverse reconstruction, as seen in figures 2 and 3. This meshing approach simulates current flow through the medium more realistically (as inner thorax currents do not only travel in the 2D plane) and solving only a 2D image speeds up the inverse calculation, as with a single electrode ring the amount of obtainable information in the perpendicular to the electrodes axis is small. This approach is commonly called 2.5D[21]. The FEM models have been computed using NETGEN mesher[22]. Ideally, several CT images with different thorax geometries would be simulated, but the study is already quite extensive, and extra models could overcomplicate the analysis of the results.
Then, the breathing of a patient in supine position is simulated. Equation (19) has been used, showing good enough correlation with the data profile of real measurements presented in [4]. The following numerical values are used in equation 19, taken from the in vivo measured values: anterior posterior dimension $APD$ of 20.2 cm and lateral dimension $LD$ 34.3 cm in the Functional Residual Capacity of the lungs (expiration in shallow breathing). The ratio between both dimensions, $L$ is set to -0.5, as, unlike in upright position, in supine position the anterior-posterior direction expands during inspiration, but the lateral contracts. For the value of $M$ (the percentage of movement in the AP direction), in Zhang et al it goes just up to 0.03 in quiet breathing, however to be consistent with the literature and other studies, an $M$ up to 0.1 (10% of AP size) is simulated, as even if shallow breathing does not expand that much, the human chest can reach that expansion rate[23]. To create this movement steps in a mesh, 35 steps are simulated, 30 in the realistic movement situation and 5 in the non-realistic
area (10%-30%). The movement is applied to the boundary shape and then a new mesh is generated for each of these steps. To evaluate the robustness of the algorithms the same conductivity change is simulated in all breathing steps. This is an unrealistic scenario, but helps to analyse the performance of the algorithms with higher precision. The simulated conductivity value for the lungs is set up to $\sigma = 0.3$ for all steps.

The four different reconstruction methods explained in section 2.1 are performed in order to compare and evaluate the effect of electrode movement. All of them use uniform background as prior, and have 10% of the standard deviation of the difference data normal random measurement noise added. Finally, GREIT and image processing performance figures of merit are computed for each algorithm in each breathing movement step.

3 Results

3.1 Movement effect with true initial shape

As previously explained, four algorithms have been tested for electrode movement. The simulations have been performed starting with a perfectly known boundary and deforming that boundary with real patient measured chest movement. The reconstruction without movement, 3% of boundary size movement (expected value), 10% of boundary size movement (maximum value for human thorax) and 30% of boundary size movement (non-realistic case for evaluation purposes) are shown in figure 4. The image shows the four discussed reconstruction algorithms (columns) against increasing magnitude in the simulated breathing (rows). The rows represent movement of 0%, 3% (maximum measured in vivo shallow breathing), 10% (approximate physical limit of the human thorax) and 30% (unrealistic movement).
Figure 4: Standard Tikhonov, Laplace prior simultaneous, Tikhonov prior simultaneous and
Tracked boundary reconstruction for boundary movement of 0% (no shape mismatch), 3% (expected maximum shape mismatch), 10% (upper limit for thorax expansion) and 30% (pushing the limit for evaluation). Calculations assume movement from a perfectly known initial boundary.

In figure 5 the three previously discussed image processing quality evaluation parameters are shown, plotted against the movement steps, from 0% to 30%, showing the errorbars of 50 different normal random noise in the measurements. The difference in uniformity is clear between the algorithms that take into account the motion and the one that does not. Additionally, the effect of not knowing the correct shape is observed for a movement of more than 10%, where the performance of all methods drop. In figure 6, the GREIT performance figures of merit are shown for the four reconstruction methods. Although in general uniformity is similar for all algorithms, their values vary. Generally, Laplace prior simultaneous reconstruction stands out (due to the different conductivity regularization approach). To evaluate the robustness of the algorithms against movement, the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) of the figures of merit is computed, as seen in table 1. As random noise has been added to the data, the results shown in the table are the average and standard deviation over 50 different noise samples. The most robust algorithms have the lowest coefficient of variation. Its important to note that PE is not
evaluated, as it is not defined in all the movement steps (sometimes there are less than 2 defined targets in the reconstructed image).

Figure 5: Mean and standard deviation of correlation, mutual information and sharpness results for 35 linear steps of human breathing movement, from 0 to 30% of the AP size. Calculations assume movement from a perfectly known initial boundary. Note that the errorbars have a slight offset just for visualization purposes.

Figure 6: Mean and standard deviation of GREIT performance figures of merit for 35 linear step of human breathing movement, from 0 to 10% of the AP size. Calculations assume movement from a perfectly known initial boundary. Note that the errorbars have a slight offset just for visualization purposes.
Table 1: Mean coefficient of variation and standard deviation of 7 of the figures of merit defined in the document against the 4 tested image reconstruction methods. 50 tests with random Gaussian noise were performed. Electrode movement is present and correct initial shape is known. The smallest values are highlighted.

To perform a full analysis of a realistic situation, all the undesired effects should be evaluated together, as due to the ill-possessedness of the problem, effects cannot be assumed to have similar behaviour when put together. The evaluation procedure is exactly the same as in the previous section, with a minor change. The voltages are simulated with a specific thorax shape and the inverse solution are computed with Jacobians of a different shape. Both shapes can be seen in figure 7. The different shape has been chosen so it is located in the “uniform behaviour” section of the algorithms. The tolerable shape mismatch was evaluated by Grychtol et al [8] to be 4% of normalized area difference. This approach is supposed to simulate a more realistic situation, where an approximate knowledge of the shape is known, but not with 100% of accuracy. The process to obtain the boundary from the image goes as follows: The image is threshold with Otsu’s method[24], eroded and dilated, filled with flood-fill algorithm[25] and finally keeping the biggest blob, whose boundary is obtained and used to create a FEM model.
Figure 7: Two different CT scans of different patients and their two boundaries plotted together.
The second one was chosen inside the shape mismatch tolerance studied by Grychtol et al.[8].

The same performance figures of merit are computed in this case, for all the reconstructed images seen in 8. The image processing figures of merit are shown in figure 9 and the GREIT figures in figure 10. In figure 9, the higher uniformity of tracked boundary can be observed, and the effect of not taking into account the electrode movement is also visible. The coefficient of variation of the figures of merit are calculated in table 2.
Figure 8: Standard Tikhonov, Laplace prior simultaneous, Tikhonov prior simultaneous and Tracked boundary reconstruction and shape correction reconstruction for boundary movement of 0% (no shape mismatch), 3% (expected maximum shape mismatch), 10% (upper limit for thorax expansion) and 30% (pushing the limit for evaluation). Electrode movement and shape mismatch are both present.

Figure 9: Mean and standard deviation of correlation, mutual information and sharpness results for 35 linear steps of movement, from 0 to 10% of the AP size. Electrode movement and shape mismatch are both present. Note that the errorbars have a slight offset just for visualization purposes.
Figure 10: Mean and standard deviation of GREIT performance figures of merit for 35 linear step of human breathing movement, from 0 to 10% of the AP size. Electrode movement and shape mismatch are both present. Note that the errorbars have a slight offset just for visualization purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>0.0358 ± 0.0016</td>
<td>0.0106 ± 0.0013</td>
<td>0.0126 ± 0.0015</td>
<td>0.0328 ± 0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RES</td>
<td>0.0139 ± 0.0014</td>
<td>0.0206 ± 0.0015</td>
<td>0.0116 ± 0.0016</td>
<td>0.0131 ± 0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1.1472 ± 0.2944</td>
<td>0.4645 ± 0.0750</td>
<td>1.1634 ± 0.1168</td>
<td>0.8759 ± 0.0738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNG</td>
<td>0.1431 ± 0.0155</td>
<td>0.2684 ± 0.0159</td>
<td>0.2689 ± 0.0333</td>
<td>0.1265 ± 0.0162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr.</td>
<td>0.0151 ± 0.0013</td>
<td>0.0311 ± 0.0025</td>
<td>0.0161 ± 0.0017</td>
<td>0.0109 ± 0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual info.</td>
<td>0.1216 ± 0.0022</td>
<td>0.0512 ± 0.0038</td>
<td>0.0049 ± 0.0005</td>
<td>0.0033 ± 0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp.</td>
<td>0.2500 ± 0.0064</td>
<td>0.4211 ± 0.0217</td>
<td>0.0215 ± 0.0028</td>
<td>0.0132 ± 0.0020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Mean coefficient of variation and standard deviation of 7 of the figures of merit defined in the document against the 4 tested image reconstruction methods. 50 tests with random Gaussian noise were performed. Both electrode movement and shape mismatch are present. The smallest values are highlighted.
4 Discussion

The aims of the present study was to evaluate if a boundary tracking device would enhance robustness against electrode movement and shape mismatch in lung imaging. With this question in mind, the sensitivity of various algorithms to the boundary movement have been examined, simulating realistic breathing-related movement in expected, possible and unrealistic scenarios.

The use of boundary shape tracking and creating a changing reference data (with uniform conductivity) and an updated Jacobian matrix produced satisfactory reconstruction results. This updating of the reference point and updating the Jacobian matrix in various step of EIT data collection (and simultaneous shape data) is reducing the non-linearity effects and does not include any mode error. Although performing very well, a shape tracking and update of reference data and Jacobian is computationally costly.

It is important to note that the uniformity assumption in EIT imaging introduces sources of error in lung imaging[26]. In the present study, the conductivity simulated on all steps has been the same, so it can be argued that the errors due to homogeneous background assumptions will introduce the same error in all the simulations, thus leaving unmodified the standard deviations analysed in the study. Additionally, errors due to re-meshing of the models for each movement step are present in the study[27]. As the mesh density does not change for each FEM model, these errors are assumed to be small.

While looking at the values of the performance figures of merit, in both GREIT and the image processing parameters, one of the most important feature an algorithm must manifest in this experiment is uniformity over time, in contrast to Grychtol et al[8], where spatial uniformity was the focus. The uniformity of the parameter ensures similar reconstruction for different states of the breathing pattern, or in other words, more robustness against movement. Therefore, the most robust algorithms are the ones that have smaller coefficient of variation in the figures of merit for different mismatch. While this is true for robustness of the algorithms against the effects studied, the value of the parameters studied are important for the quality of the resulting images.

In table 1 the minimum values of the coefficients of variation are more distributed in general. However in the most realistic scenario, when both shape mismatch and electrode movement are present, tracked boundary algorithm has the best performance, as seen in table 2.

However, it can be also appreciated that using simultaneous reconstruction algorithms has higher robustness than not accounting for electrode movement. This performance can also be seen in figures 4 and figure 8. The simultaneous reconstruction algorithms can reduce the effect of the strong non-linear effect of shape on the reconstruction.
The simultaneous reconstruction methods aim to obtain the movement of the electrodes, but they cannot be reliably used for measuring electrode movement due to the known “conformal problem”. As the electrode movement cannot be correctly reconstructed, assuming smoothness as a prior is not realistic, as the obtainable results will not necessarily be smooth (only the non-conformal part of the movement can be obtained). That may be why the Tikhonov prior simultaneous algorithm has better results in the overall image robustness, than the Laplace prior simultaneous method.

The study has been performed using 2.5D models, therefore it is safe to say that this study applies to single plane electrode lung imaging. Possibly more complicated effects are created in multiple ring lung imaging, but that would need a further study.

The study shows an approximate movement simulation of the electrodes based on clinically measured data, however, the movement is purely in-plane. With different body types, the electrode movement may move in an out-of-plane direction, increasing the artefacts in the reconstruction. The proposed algorithms for the correction of the electrode movement errors are three dimensional, therefore the out-of-plane displacement can also be algorithmically taken into account in the three dimensional case.

One of the limitations of the study is the choice of adult human thorax model for the simulations. EIT is also used in neonatal lung monitoring, where the size of the electrodes and the gap between them have widely different proportions than in adult patients. Most likely, the errors due to shape deformation and electrode movement increase in neonatal lung monitoring, making it more important to account for these effects.

Lastly, one of the problems in practical EIT lung imaging is that ECG electrodes may migrate during the treatment. This unknown electrode position effect will clearly increase the error in reconstruction, and depending in the amount of displacement it could even degenerate the quality of the result until the point of making it impossible to read. Our study is limited to the evaluation of the effect of breath and unknown exact shape in lung EIT imaging, therefore the possible migration of the electrodes have not been taken into account.

5 Conclusions

The effect of normal breathing should be considered in lung EIT imaging. However, the study shows that the artefacts are not very big in shallow supine breathing. While all algorithms show good performance without shape mismatch, once both shape and movement error effects are combined, a higher level of artefacts arise. The best performing image reconstruction in our study is the tracked boundary reconstruction algorithm, but the computational overhead is likely too high for real time imaging.
Alternatively, if the extra computational time is not desired, the simultaneous reconstruction methods are recommended. Using the simultaneous reconstruction with standard Tikhonov regularization shows better results, as the assumption of smoothness is not consistent with reconstruction ability of the electrode movement Jacobian. Similarly to other studies, we conclude that it is important to develop patient specific models in lung EIT, with the highest possible accuracy in the outer boundary.

As future work, the same study for a range of patient thorax geometries could be interesting, in order to ensure that the effects are model independent. In addition, the study could extend to 3D EIT imaging with multiple electrode layers, where the errors due to shape mismatch and electrode movement are expected to be higher. The approximation error model (AEM) based algorithm could be evaluated.

As a final conclusion, in EIT lung imaging boundary movement due to breathing should not imply a significant problem to constrain the ability of reconstructing high quality images, even with some small shape mismatch. We demonstrated possible advantage of a shape tracking system and implementing that in an image reconstruction process by updating the Jacobian matrix and moving reference data.
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